Materials for Center
The St. Martin's Sourcebook for Writing Tutors  
Fourth Edition  

ESL Writers: A Guide for Writing Center Tutors, 2nd Edition  

Writing Science in Plain English (Chicago Guides to Writing, Editing, and Publishing by Anne E. Greene (10 copies will be split between schools)

Supporting Grade 5-8 Students in Constructing Explanations in Science: The Claim, Evidence, and Reasoning Framework for Talk and Writing  
1st Edition  

The Modern Language Association of America  
MLA Handbook  
8th Edition  

American Psychological Association  
Concise Rules of APA Style  
6th Edition  

Fourteenth Edition  

They Say / I Say: The Moves That Matter in Academic Writing, with 2016 MLA Update (Third Edition)  
Third Edition  
Study Guide Edition

Writing in Engineering: A Brief Guide (Short Guides to Writing in the
Discipline) 1st Edition

How To Take Great Notes Quickly And Easily: A Very Easy Guide: (40+ Note Taking Tips for
School, Work, Books and Lectures. Cornell Notes Explained. ... More.) (The Learning
Development Book Series)

https://www.amazon.com/Punctuation-Writing-Grammar-Classroom-Library/dp/B010TFPW1
C?keywords=grammar+posters&qid=1529337829&sr=8-4&ref=mp_s_a_1_4 (order 2)

https://www.amazon.com/Teacher-Created-Resources-Proofreading-Marks/dp/B003B5CVXK
?keywords=grammar+posters&qid=1529337829&sr=8-9&ref=mp_s_a_1_9 (order 2)

ds=grammar+posters&qid=1529337829&sr=8-5&ref=mp_s_a_1_5 (order 2 sets)

https://www.amazon.com/Teacher-Created-Resources-Reminders-Readers/dp/B003TU4JHS?k
eywords=grammar+posters&qid=1529337829&sr=8-17&ref=mp_s_a_1_17 (order 2)

=posters+about+writing&qid=1529341995&sr=8-3&ref=mp_s_a_1_3 (order 2)

https://www.amazon.com/Writing-Rules-Youll-Need-Poster/dp/B00DCCO4KK?keywords=writ
ing+posters&qid=1529342186&sr=8-4&ref=mp_s_a_1_4 (order 2)

https://www.amazon.com/Electric-Sharpener-Auto-Stop-Sharpeners-Classroom/dp/B07CPQF
J11?keywords=electric+sharpener&qid=1529342829&sr=8-4&ref=mp_s_a_1_4 (order 2)

https://www.amazon.com/DecoBros-Supplies-Organizer-Caddy-Black/dp/B00H5CVCN0?crid
=FMQPFO3C54GD&keywords=pencil+holder+for+desk&qid=1529342918&sprefix=pencil+
holders&sr=8-7&ref=mp_s_a_1_7 (order 6  or more to split between schools)
https://www.amazon.com/Engraved-Magnetic-Employee-Identification-Personalized/dp/B01LW9R00J?cr... (order 10 that say MNTHS Literacy Consultant and 10 that say MNTMS Literacy Consultant) Students will wear these in the centers and leave them there.

Furniture: Garcia, can you get us more library furniture than this? Maybe nicer if possible?

https://www.amazon.com/Wood-Designs-WD34500-Library-Display/dp/B001702CIK?keywords=library+furniture&qid=1529339088&sr=8-14&ref=mp_s_a_1_14 (2 or 4 would be amazing, split between schools)

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01MFDHZYB/ref=sspa_mw_detail_0?psc=1 (order 2 to split between schools)

https://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/B00LXCNN2G/ref=cm_cr_othr_mb_bdcrb_top?ie=UTF8 (order at least 10 to split between schools/Navy or Black) They have great reviews for holding at least 200 pounds.

https://www.amazon.com/Kissenday-Polyester-Decorative-Humorous-Birthday/dp/B079C2T394?keywords=library+chairs&qid=1529340562&sr=8-16&ref=mp_s_a_1_16 (4 to split between schools)

https://www.amazon.com/Simple-Designs-LF2000-SLV-Reading-Silver/dp/B01MFC2O83?keywords=floor%2Blamps&qid=1529341180&sr=8-13&ref=mp_s_a_1_13&th=1&psc=1 (4 to split between schools)

Supplies- post it, sticky notes, four color pens, stick pens, pre-sharpened pencils, highlighters, pencil sharpener, 3M post it pads, markers, tape, cardstock, index, pocket charts, highlighter tape/tabs

Literacy Consultant Badge/Tee Shirts

Dictionaries ( 20)
Etymology Books ( High School)
Thesaurus ( 20)
Books ( AS MANY AS POSSIBLE)
Technology ( six desktops or laptops)
Grammarly* + PEG Accounts for all kids
Website for work to be displayed?